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IF ANY OF THE ABOVE AFFECTED EITHER THE ARTIST’S LIFE EXPERIENCE OR WORK BECAUSE IT/THEY  

PROVIDED A CHALLENGE AT THE TIME, PLEASE EXPLAIN. 

Wes Wilson is a Caucasian male born in New York City. He used to study philosophy and religion before he became an artist.

DID THIS DESIGNER DO NOTABLE WORK IN FIELDS OTHER THAN WHAT WOULD BE CONSIDERED GRAPHIC 

DESIGN TODAY? EXPLAIN.

No.

LIST AT LEAST ONE OTHER WORK THAT IS NOT NAMED IN THIS TIMELINE FOR WHICH THIS DESIGNER IS 

WELL KNOWN. IF WORK CO-CREATED, LIST THE OTHERS INVOLVED.

Wes Wilson’s Wonderland (Grass Roots, Daily Flash...Avalon Ballroom, San Francisco, California 7/1/66-7/66) In 1966 is another 

piece of his that I enjoy. It feautures a man in the foreground center aligned in a purple duotone color. The background shows wavy 

lines of flat colors of pink a white creating stairs he appears to be sliding down in the perspective of a room. The typography is a 

mix of thick and thin san serifs with a flat contrast between purple and pink.

EXPLAIN IF THIS FAME IS ONLY WITHIN DESIGN CIRCLES OR ANY OTHER SUBSET OF THE POPULATION.

His fame is extended into the subset of the population. 

DOES THIS WORK EXEMPLIFY ASPECTS EXPLAINED IN PREVIOUS QUESTIONS? 

His work consisted of 60s rock concert posters so his work would be viewed by more than designs but the world.

FOR WHAT IS THIS DESIGNER MOST NOTED?  EXPLAIN.

Wes Wilson is most noted for the creation of psychedelic posters. He is known for his technique of creating artwork that bends and 

distorts reality, intense vivid color, and use of type to form images. In his artwork type isn’t placed onto the piece it becomes part of 

it wether it’s creating a shape, figure, or boundary around the art creating fluid forms.

IS THERE ANYTHING CONTROVERSIAL ABOUT THIS DESIGNER? EXPLAIN. 

No.

WHAT MATERIALS WERE MOST OFTEN USED BY THIS DESIGNER IN THE CREATION AND PRODUCTION  

OF WORK?

Wes Wilson

DESIGNER’S FULL NAME: Robert Wesley Wilson

DESIGNER’S PSEUDONYM/NICKNAME: Wes Wilson

GENDER: Male

YEAR BORN: 1937

COUNTRY IN WHICH DESIGNER BORN: United States of America. Sacramento, 

California

YEAR DIED: ---

COUNTRY IN WHICH DESIGNER DIED: Remove this text and write country (or “---”)



Wilson began using watercolor after 1968. He worked with colored galss, overlay washes, sheets of glass, glaze, and the process of 

using a kiln. 

EXPLAIN THIS DESIGNER’S EDUCATION/TRAINING, INCLUDING ACADEMIC, APPRENTICESHIPS,  

AND /OR MENTORSHIPS.

He attened a local school in Auburn, CA then went to San Francisco State University. 

DID THIS DESIGNER PROMOTE A SPECIFIC IDEOLOGY IN HIS/HER WORK? EXPLAIN. 

Before he stepped into art, he studied philosophy and religion. Philosophy studies the nature of knowledge, reality, and existence. 

The core of his designs show a surreal bending of reality, the drastic color and folds of lines, and the aspects of art that challenge 

what viewers see as a normal structure.

WHY IS THIS DESIGNER VIEWED AS ICONIC IN THE HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN? 

He created these poster design styles and made them popular in his area of art where this style was not quite evident in design 

in America at the time. Yes, art nouveau was popular earlier but this is more than just the influence of that. These posters gave 

characteristics of hallucinations, distortions of reality, and drug induced effects. These works were highly known for the swirls of 

vivid color with a swift wavy flow. 

IS THERE ANY OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO KNOW ABOUT THIS DESIGNER?

He is credited with the creation of psychedelic posters. He served in the military after high school during the time period of the 

Korean War for six months of active duty. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

YOUR NAME: Cor’Darius Brown

GIVE YOUR EDUCATED OPINION OF THIS DESIGNER AND HIS/HER WORK. ALSO  EXPLAIN WHAT 

INFLUENCE, IF ANY, THIS WORK HAS HAD ON YOUR OWN. A LACK OF INFLUENCE MUST BE EXPLAINED.

Born in 1937 this American artist by the name of Wes Wilson began his journey into the life of art as we know it. During his time 

and training during school he molded himself into someone who has been proven influential in our society of graphic design even 

up until today. He attended a small local college then went on to a bigger college to further his career. His designs were heavily 

influenced by art nouveau art style in his designs that were pretty aware in his works. The lacey concepts not so much, but the style 

behind what made art nouveau so dominant and the layout behind it can be seen in his works. To me this is really key because it 

brings something from the past recycled as something new. Not that it stole a style but better yet gave awareness and respect for it 

but shifted it in a new way. The use of colors in his posters were always flushed in color. 

When I think of Wilson’s work I tend to think of the trippy over eccentric and mind boggling designs he did. The colors that would 

drip and drape across the posters were really astral like or out of body drug like described. His colors would collide and fall on top 

of one another in many different folds and mimicking shapes as well to give this visual of being different. The hues and contrasting 



of the layouts always played well together in a way that you could take in what’s going on but it still made you wonder. I really 

enjoyed the typographic images he created though for Bill Graham’s designs. The leading and curving of the images played well 

with white space and the trapped space created a visual of it’s own. This reminds me of techniques we learned in identity when we 

were creating logos. We had the same process of creating images in the white space, and even in typography we played with letters 

to where it made visually aesthetically pleasing designs. And in these processes you can see his influence style can be mimicked in 

art today, especially with researching through design choices and drawing inspiration. I believe he also drew much inspiration from 

artist around him rather than just art nouveau. As designers gathering information and research is key, and we can not grow without 

at least knowing different forms of art. 

One huge thing about art nouveau and a key thing about it was its pastel color tones and swirls. It focused on these aspects and 

intertwining of hairs and fanciness. And most of the posters consisted of female figures at that time. Unlike being completely 

focused on art nouveau style art, he focused more on vibrating colors and the way it bounced around the posters. His colors created 

a beautiful vibration in his art that makes you want to look at it even though its weird. However, unlike art nouveau his colors were 

not pastel they were mainly bold and very flushed in color. And in the ways he creates and sought design I can admire and grow 

from knowing about his form in art today.
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